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In FY 2013-2014, the CARES Plus program began as an integrated program within 
Sutter and Yuba Counties, administered by the local Child Care Planning Council of 
Yuba & Sutter Counties (CCPC) through the Yuba County Office of Education. Local 
consortium partners included the CCPC, Yuba County Office of Education, Sutter 
County Superintendent of Schools, Sutter County Children & Families Commission, 
First 5 Yuba, Children’s Home Society, and Yuba College. Consortium partners met 
twice during FY 13-14, to plan and review the implementation of the program. CARES 
Plus in Yuba & Sutter counties receives funding from First 5 CA, with a local match of 
1:1 provided by the Sutter County Children & Families Commission and First 5 Yuba. 
Total funding allocated for the three year program equals $40,000 per year in each 
county. 
 
Participants in CARES Plus must meet all state and local requirements. These 
requirements include employment for at least 15 hours a week, working directly with 
children 0-5 in a licensed or license-exempt early learning environment during the 
program year, and a personal income not to exceed $60,000/yr. Locally, participant 
requirements included the application for a California Child Development Permit within 
the first program year, attendance at a CCPC sponsored Early Childhood Environment 
Rating Scale (ECERS) training, and the completion of an ECERS assessment on their 
classroom environment. Additionally, participants completed 9 hours of other 
professional growth of their own choosing. All participants received an individual 
advising session with CARES Plus staff at the beginning and end of the program year, 
and completed end of year surveys on the state and local level. 
 
The CARES Plus program in Yuba & Sutter counties offered participants the opportunity 
to engage in two professional development opportunities. All first year participants 
engaged in the CORE on-line professional development. The CORE, provided by First 5 
CA, included training in the Classroom Assessment Scoring system - an evaluation tool 
centered on enhancing the quality of interactions between staff and children in the 
classroom. The participants completed a 2 hour Introduction to CLASS training, before 
moving on to a more in-depth study of the CLASS tool, Looking at CLASSrooms. The 
Looking at CLASSrooms training provided participants professional development for up 
to 20 hours of engaged reflection with the CLASS tool. CARES Plus participants 
reported 212 hours engaged in the CLASS training. In addition, participants completed 
the Kids & Smoke Don’t Mix training (1 hour), receiving information on the importance of 
tobacco education for themselves and the families they serve. 
 
The second program element provided participants with the opportunity to engage in 
one of three components. Component A required participants to attend 21 hours of 
California Department of Education trainings regarding early childhood practices. 
Locally, the CARES Plus program provided four trainings provided by the California 
Preschool Instructional Network (CPIN). These trainings were open to other providers 
within the community, as well as CARES Plus participants. An average of 26 providers 
attended each CPIN training. Component B required participants to complete degree 
applicable units in ECE, child development, or general education. Participants enrolled 
in courses at the community college level completed at least 6 units within the program 
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year (B1). Participants enrolled in bachelor’s or master’s level coursework completed at 
least 12 units within the program year (B2). Component D (My Teaching Partner - MTP) 
provided an opportunity for participants to become paired with an individual classroom 
mentor assigned by First 5 California for bi-monthly cycles of a 30 minute video 
recording of their classroom, reviewed by their mentor, and discussed in individual 
mentoring sessions. 
 
The following tables detail the number of participants within each component, by county, 
as well as the children the providers served during the program year. 
 

Participant Information Sutter Yuba 

Number of Participants 14* 15* 

CORE Participants 11 13 

Component A Participants 6 5 

Component B1 Participants 3 5 

Component B2 Participants 1 1 

Component D (MTP) Participants 1 2 

Participants Working in Family Child Care 2 4 

Participants in Center-Based Environments 9 9 

* 3 Participants in Sutter County withdrew during the program year, resulting in a 78.6 completion rate; 2 participants 
in Yuba County withdrew, resulting in an 86.7% completion rate. 

 

Children Served Sutter Yuba 

Infant/Toddlers 36 44 

Preschoolers 102 246 

Dual Language Learners 55 52 

IEP/IFSP 16 6 

 
The following ethnicities were reported by participants in Sutter County:  50% Hispanic, 
40% Caucasian, and 1% other, with home languages of English, Spanish, and Serbian; 
in Yuba County: 36% Hispanic, 45% Caucasian, 1% Asian, 1% decline to state, with 
English the reported home language. In Sutter County, 14 participants had no prior 
experience in our local CARES Plus or AB212 professional development programs, 
while 10 participants in Yuba County had no prior experience in either program. 
Participants, on average indicated 17 years of employment in early childhood education. 
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Participants represented the following job titles:  In Sutter County, 3 assistants/aides, 3 
teachers, 2 owner/operators, 1 director, and 2 infant/toddler family educators; In Yuba 
County, 6 assistants/aides, 5 site supervisors/teachers, 3 owner/operators. At the 
beginning of the program year, 7 participants in Sutter County and 9 participants in 
Yuba County did not hold a California Child Development Permit. At the completion of 
the program year, all participants either held or applied to receive a California Child 
Development Permit, at the following levels: In Sutter County, 1 Assistant, 6 Associate 
Teacher, and 4 Site Supervisor; In Yuba County, 4 Assistant, 4 Associate Teacher, 2 
Teacher, and 2 Site Supervisor.  
 
The following table details the number of units completed during the program year, and 
the number of hours completed through the MTP mentoring: 
 

 Sutter Yuba 

ECE Units 30 28 

General Education Units 8 34 

MTP Hours 36.5 78 

 
Although no participants graduated with a degree this year, the units completed met 
degree requirements in each student’s educational plan. 
 
In addition to the professional development obtained through the CORE and component 
options, CARES Plus program staff engaged with participants in a variety of meetings, 
both individual and group. Group meetings included: 
 
CARES Plus Information Sessions (at local R&R):  1 
Application Advising Sessions:     2 
Computer Workshop (to access on-line requirements): 1 
Child Development Permit Application Workshop:  1 
Group Meetings:       4 
 
The local CARES Plus group meetings centered on the book, Powerful Interactions, and 
supported participants in their application of the CLASS dimensions. These group 
meetings were optional, with an average attendance of 7 participants. Participants 
earned professional growth hours. The October meeting focused on encouragement 
versus praise, with 100% of participants rating the workshop either excellent or good. 
The December workshop discussed tobacco awareness and prevention, with a guest 
speaker from the Yuba County Office of Education Prevention Program. At this 
workshop 100% of participants assigned a rating of excellent. In February, participants 
discussed learning styles, listening/observation, and scaffolding learning, with 100% of 
participants rating the information and presentation excellent. The final workshop, in 
April, presented ways to extend learning, with 100% of participants rating the 
presentation and information excellent.  
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In addition, as a group, participants were invited to join a private Facebook page and 
given the opportunity to discuss weekly topics related to class. Participation in the 
discussion was optional and earned professional growth minutes for those who utilized 
the forum. A total of 5 participants utilized the Facebook page. This aspect of the local 
program is addressed in the focus group and survey results found at the end of this 
report (Appendix A, B). 
 
Individual meetings included professional growth advising, educational planning, permit 
application advising and completion, computer technical assistance, and the creation of 
2 goals for every participant related to the CLASS dimensions. Participants chose 2 
dimensions to focus on during the program year, and self-reported their results at the 
completion of the program. The charts detailing these goals appear in Appendix C at the 
end of this report. 
 
Participants successfully completing the CARES Plus program during FY 2013-2014 
received the following stipends: 
 
CORE    $500 
Component A  $350 
Component B1  $800 
Component B2  $1000 
Component D  $1000 
Permit - New/Upgrade $50 
 
In Sutter County, the average stipend received was $1,123; in Yuba County the average 
stipend received was $1,204. 
 
Participants completed surveys for the state, with results to be released at a later date. 
To obtain additional information to assist in reviewing and planning, Duerr Evaluation 
Resources created a local survey and held 2 focus groups. The results summarize 
participants from both Sutter and Yuba Counties. Participants indicate that the CARES 
Plus program increased their confidence in the caring for children a great deal or quite a 
bit (95%), improved their childcare skills (100%), would result in higher quality child care 
(100%), and would increase their professionalism (95%). 
 
In FY 2014-2015, the Yuba-Sutter CARES Plus program will continue, without 
alteration, the elements offered in FY 2013-2014.  
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Appendix A 
 

Local Survey Results 
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Appendix B 
 

Local Focus Group Results 
 

CARES Plus Focus Groups 

Conducted by Duerr Evaluation Resources on April 26 and May3, 2014 

 

As part of the program you participated in some core requirements.  I am going 

to ask you about each: 

 

1. First up is the Introduction to the CLASS Tool, which is an online 
professional development course 

• We learned about domains and how to involve ourselves with the 

children, we learned about positive climate and negative climate, how to 

bring the unruly child back into the classroom.  

• The videos we have access to because of the CARES Tool lets us see how 

an issue could be resolved.  I couldn’t stop watching the different videos. 

• This was the first introduction to CLASS and how to use it and has been a 

really, really, nice. 

• We got so many great ideas (from the video library). 

• It would be a great in-service for staff at a childcare center. 

• Learned how to interact with the child. 

• Easy to use. 

 

2. The follow-up to CLASS was the Looking at CLASSrooms also an 
online course 

• It takes ten to twenty hours. You can go in out, my time is limited couldn’t 

do it all. 

• I just keep watching video after video after video. My husband said, 

“Honey, where’s dinner?” 

• Couldn’t get enough of the videos. 

• The dimensions guide was very helpful. 

• The steps go by the book. 

• I’d like to see this as 3-unit class at Yuba College. 

• Even after working with children for twenty years I learned new stuff. 

• It is nice to put a name to our hard work.  We have been concerned with 

providing a positive atmosphere; I just didn’t know what it was called.   
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• The CLASS program legitimizes what we do. 

• The videos from the library would also be helpful for parents in general. 

• Helped to articulate to my parents what we are doing. 

• Videos of other teachers and their interactions was helpful. 

• Able to learn from others.  

• Noticed that when those scenarios from the videos were happening in the 

classroom I would remember who the teacher handled it or not handle it. 
 

3. As part of the program you were given access to the Kids and Smoke 
Don’t Mix online training.   

• The training was interesting and so much information. 

• I learned about the law that you can't smoke in a car with kids under 18. 

That was shocking. 

• Learned that second hand smoke effects child’s learning. 

• Learned about third hand smoke, which means you, may not smoke in the 

house but the chemicals are on your clothes.  The smoke also ends up in 

the curtains, furniture, carpets, etc. 

• Parents think they are doing well by going outside to smoke, but guess 

what? The smoke is still on yours clothes and in your hair. 

• We got handouts and flyers for our parents. 

• I tell everyone and anyone about third hand smoke. 

• Had casual conversation, starting with, “I didn’t know that…” 

• I share the information with parents in a round about way.  I didn’t 

approach them directly, just talked in general to all parents about what I 

learned. 

• Parents would also benefit from this training. 

• The information helped when I was taking to parents. 

• No one reported sharing the information at this point, if there is an issue it 

was reported that they would go to a supervisor for assistance with the 

parents. 

• Valuable information.  

 

4. One of the reasons for the CARES Plus Group Meetings was to give you 
time to network with each other. (Talking, sharing, and supporting 
other people in the program.) 

 

• Oh my gosh, networking was my favorite thing! 
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• We found out that we all face the same challenges. 

• It gets you out of the little niche that you are in everyday; it gets you out 

with others. 

• Seeing how everyone was doing in his or her classrooms was helpful. 

 

5. One other reason for the CARES Plus Group Meetings was to help you 
use what you learned (in class and through professional development) 
in your own classroom. 

• Everyone was a wealth of information, new and experienced providers 

and of course Tonya. 

• Discussed the trainings that happened between the group meetings and 

how those trainings went and if it helped in the classroom. 

 

6. How useful was Professional Growth Advising? 

• We make a plan with Tonya about which three domains are we going to 

focus on. 

• Group meeting are wonderful but when we have one-on-one time with 

Tonya it’s better. 

• I wish there were multiple Tonya’s to work with and I wish I had more 

time with her. 

• Tonya has done an excellent job. 

• She is always sending us updates and email about what has to be done 

and what is coming up that’s why I am here this morning! 

• We’ve had one advisory meeting with Tonya where we set our goals and 

we will have another one.  

• Tonya is always available to me. 

• The opportunity to participate in the videotaping was very helpful, it gave 

me the opportunity to see how I interact with the children and then talk 

with my mentor about how to do things differently and what I have done 

well. 

 

 

7. How useful were the CARES Plus Group Meetings? 

• One night I came to the group and I was so tired, I was just dragging and 

by the end of the time I was so excited about going to class the next day. 
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• We talked about literacy. 

• We all got together in the computer lab and Tonya showed us to apply for 

our Child Care Permit online. 

• It was nice because we were all doing it at the same time, running into the 

glitches. 

 

8. How useful were the CPIN workshops? 

(Note: Some had attended CPIN and some didn’t because they had already 

attended.)  

• Very useful. 

• Very knowledgeable presenter. 

• Loved the phonological awareness. 

• Loved the social emotional one. 

• Got really good ideas and my kids loved them. 

• OMG it was excellent! 

• Loved the group activities and then presentations. 

• Enjoyed these workshops a great deal. 

• Brought back a lot of information and tool about second language learners 

in the classroom, very helpful. 

 

9. Being a childcare provider can be an isolating job. The CARES Plus 
Program gives you the opportunity to meet with other childcare 
providers. Since participating in the CARES Plus program do you feel 
more supported, collaborative? 

• Of course! 

• These girls are amazing. 

• My communication with others has increased. 

• Hope to be in touch after the program. 

• It is a small community. 

• Before this we didn’t email each other but now we do. 

• We are all connected in some way. 

• We end up at the same events. 

• Its one big family. 

• Yes feel more supported and learned a lot from others. 

• We are able to meet and help one another. 
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10. One way for child care providers in the CARES Plus Program to share 
ideas, support each other, and network was through the social media. 

• Some didn’t know they had to register; some did register but couldn’t find 

the page. 

• Started late in the program. 

• It’s an afterthought, like in the back of my mind, because I am so busy. 

• If I get the time I’d take a look. 

• The site needs to stand out more, needs more POW. 

• It was established late in program. It will be different next year, more 

people will use it.  

• I am on FB but couldn’t find time to answer the questions or see what 

others had wrote. 

• I couldn’t find Tonya’s site. 

• I did answer the questions, was on it last night. 

• It would be better if there were more to do beside the questions like an 

event calendar. 

• We answer the question and then what? 

• What do I gain from answering the questions? 

• Not enough people answered the questions to get a conversation started. 

• We can get professional development credit for answering the questions. 

• You had to answer all questions for professional growth credit. 

• It is hard to get 100 hours so it did help to make some up on Facebook. 

• It is nice to have another way to get professional growth hours. 

• Not a lot of people answer the questions. 

• The FB page was accessed by 6 of the 8.  

• Barrier included technical difficulties and not enough time. 

• Went on when a post was updated, read through it.  

• FB page will be good to keep in touch with others. 

 

11. After being in the CARES Plus program for a year; what would you 
like to change about it or improve? 

 

• I’d like to continue to get access to Teachstone. It costs $175 for a 

subscription. It was free and now that will be taken away. 

• Had a great year, wouldn’t change anything. I was hesitant at first and 

Tonya said think of it as growth. 
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• Whenever I can learn and grow it really enhances my profession and I am 

passionate about my profession. 

• Ditto that. 

• I was in same boat.  Not being able to go back to college. This was the 

easiest way to get back to school. 

• Tonya is awesome. 

• I was scared to get involved. 

• I didn’t qualify for AB 212 but I could take classes through CARES Plus. 

• Tonya has been very supportive. 

• Because I am a director I couldn’t get free classes through AB212.  Now I 

can through CARES Plus. 

• It is embarrassing but for 18 years I did not hold my credential because I 

didn’t know the first thing about getting it. I have it now. 

• Continue with the program, especially in Sutter County. 

• Like the way the program is now, especially as compared to what it was in 

the past. 

 

 

12. Will you be likely to apply to participate in CARES Plus again next 
year? Why and why not? 

 

• If I can keep growing I’ll keep going! 

• The program gave me that drive to learn again. 

• I don’t think it is up to us. 

• It is nice to have a leader like Tonya who is passionate and encourages us. 

• Yes, would all like to. 

• Things change all the time so this is a great way to keep updated with the 

trainings. 

• Good resource of information about the field. 

• The professional development is great, especially since we don’t have to 

pay a lot of money for them since we don’t get paid a high wage. 
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Appendix C 
 

Local Participant CLASS Goals and Outcomes 
 
 

Sutter County 
 

Domain/Dimension Area 
# Of 

Participants Outcome 

Emotional Support 
Teacher Sensitivity 

4 

*Engaged with Children, active play with children, help in 
problem solving involving the children in verbalizing and 
suggesting solutions. Feels more confident with the skills and 
comfortable with the children. Has developed a closer 
relationship and they seek her for help. *Likes to talk to the 
children and respond to them more at small group times to be 
able to address issues more easily and discuss how children 
might be feeling. Has used CLASS to scaffold activities with 
language modeling and feedback. Supervisors noticed her 
technique and used it as an example with other staff. *More 
watchful with children. Has created more connection to 
families/home issues. Has needed to be more sensitive to 
children's experiences as she works to create a positive climate 
in the classroom. *Teacher sensitivity went with second goal-
being more intentional in seeing what the children need used 
exchanges of conversations to elicit more information and build 
on that. Feels she got to know her children more and they 
opened up more to her in a deeper relationship.  

Instructional Support 
Language Modeling   

5 

*Using more open ended questions easier now with practice 
then in the beginning. Easier in Spanish but has gained skills 
and confidence in English at her mentor site for her college 
class. Mentor is also CARES participant and is mentoring her 
with CLASS. Continue to use techniques she has learned in 
her classes and CARES Plus. Integrate information from 
sources together. *Feels she more aware of setting of a 
comfortable environment for language modeling. Using more 
open ended questions. Adding on to what the children are 
learning. *Scored a 6 on language dev. mentoring staff with 
language development and ROP students. Articulating ideas to 
others has kept it up in her awareness. Open ended questions 
have been used a lot. * Went hand in hand with positive 
environment- using language to engage children & make a 
positive environment. Model for parents how to ask questions 
to gain meaningful info. for everyday and observations (parents 
must complete regular observations). She broke down steps for 
herself and parents to be successful. Saw increase in hours 
parents spent at home working with children. Being able to 
name techniques makes it more accessible in practice for staff 
and parents. 

      
CLASS got her excited to learn again because she had 
challenges learning as child.  
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Classroom Organization 
Behavior Management  

3 

*Applied with children-warm, clear, consistent, used with 
second step problem solving and see others points of view in 
all aspects of day.  *Has  utilized strategies. Walks through 
problem-solving with children to settle disagreements, rather 
than the children expecting teachers to solve all problems. 
Older children are utilizing strategies alone also. *Class rules 
difficult with various age groups. She found a video example on 
the video library. Also, the video gave her a way to do cause 
and effect-when challenges occur she can refer back to rules 
on the wall. 

Emotional Support 
Positive Climate  

5 

*Creating more positive language in addressing children 
regarding behaviors made environment more pleasant overall. 
*Using repetition and parallel talk to model language for the 
children to develop peer interactions. Problem solving has also 
become a part of the process. * Wants to create a warm 
environment. Sitting down with children, making eye contact. 
Taking down moments to sit down and acknowledge what is 
happening. Makes her feel like you have more of a connection. 
*Keeping techniques in consciousness helped her break out of 
robotics "became like a kid again" got down on the floor and 
engaged with children. Parents saw and engaged more in play 
too, atmosphere became more fun and positive. Children 
across the room also drawn into play. Parents became more 
relaxed in play with children. 

Emotional and Behavioral 
Support 
Behavior Guidance 

1 

*Found an example on the video library- teacher redirected a 
child. Can use similar language. Create a copy in the 
classroom. 

Instructional Support 
Concept Development 

1 

Knew she needed practice with concept development because 
class observer scored her  a 4. Needs to remember to go back 
and pull in home or school experiences to  link. More aware of 
children in classroom.                                                                                                            

Instructional Support 
Quality of Feedback  

2 

Work with employees also to model for staff- Self and parallel 
talk. She is now aware of it- the online training kept her thinking 
about it. *Didn’t pay attention to length of exchanges she was 
having with children. Considers what she can ask to increase 
exchanges. Use of commenting on details to help increase 
interactions. Feels her exchanges have gotten longer more 
conversations going on in the classroom. Mentors others in her 
classroom to use techniques. 

Classroom Organization 
Instructional Learning 

Formats 
1 

Shared information in staff meetings and reviewed videos to 
share techniques. Most of staff receptive. Praise vs. 
encouragement video really helped and tied to CLASS 
techniques. Watched every video in library to enhance her 
work with staff. Helped make the tool understandable. 
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Yuba County 
 

Domain/Dimension Area 
# Of 

Participants Outcome 

Classroom Organization 
Behavior Management  

6 

*Children more familiar-she can see their cues and can 
use structure of the classroom to redirect behavior. *Needs 
to continue using names when redirecting.*Rearranged 
classroom to proactively create better flow with labels for 
classroom management. Less running /run ways in 
classroom; utilized times to help children gain an 
understanding the schedule and how to plan for material 
use. Staff also became more aware of appropriate times 
for children to wait. Children became more involved in 
classroom management by understanding time. *For 
behavior management-pay more attention to positive 
behavior to encourage behaviors. Trying to involve children 
in problem solving positively together. Feels more relaxed 
and confident in handling behavior challenges. Involving 
children with peers more. Older children helping younger. 
Challenges now are an opportunity to teach and learn used 
to be just a stress on.*Learned to more positively direct 
behavior without demanding. Knew techniques from 
classes but was able to become more aware of it in her 
own environment. Also, models behavior to more  and 
children respond to  
actions with words. Has led to more organization, 
smoother transitions, more productivity. Also using praise  
vs. encouragement info to encourage behavior and 
acknowledge accomplishments. Opens the door for more 
conversation. *Didn't need a lot of redirection. Children 
problem solving increasing, tracking their own behavior. 

Emotional Support 
Teacher Sensitivity 

4 

*Has learned more about the children become more aware 
of how she responds to them-matching tone. Also, put into 
practice literacy pointing out language around the 
classroom. Also managing time. More intentional in 
planning the circle time she does once a week. Tries to 
catch it before it happens. Became more aware of what is 
occurring around the classroom. *Getting to know the 
children better to know how to respond to children. Utilized 
questions, feedback loops to accomplish this. Help redirect 
effectively on an individual basis. Open ended questions 
combined with observation helped those who didn't 
communicate open up to staff and peers. Balance with 
those who talked a lot. *Helpful  with her second language 
leaner picking up on triggers or signals that emotions were 
in need of support. *Had one child that worked to find cues 
for challenging behaviors. Parents comment on children's 
progress as a result of staff tuning into children. Staff able 
to share individual awareness with families to increase 
home school partnership. 
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Instructional Support 
Concept Development  

1 

* Enjoyed it. Encouraging- likes strengths based approach. 
Language modeling and regard for student perspectives- 
More aware of questions and doing more. Comes easier, 
makes books with children and write stories, developing 
more language skills, concept development. Last video did 
group stories together. Built story with each child's 
response (dictation). Mirror comments-extend language to 
model more complex sentences. 

Instructional Support 
Quality of feedback  

3 

*Concept mapping-Asking questions  built on responses to 
deepen amount of info given by children. Feels more 
positive  and happy. More confident in own skills. More 
focus and being present with children. Not about feeding 
facts but about being in the moment and responding to 
where children are. Liked breaking down techniques into 
steps to support implementation. "I find myself naturally 
doing those concepts ideas-incorporating them every day." 
*Improved their direction to other employees. Put prompts 
in use and they helped staff to engage in conversations to 
extend responses. Also used to ask children to expand on 
activities. 

 Classroom Organization 
Instructional Learning 

Formats 
2 

*Asking more open ended questions related to activities. 
Also, allowing more time for responses to see where the 
children are taking the activity. Then  she can respond 
appropriately.*Utilized clear objectives in developing social 
emotional skills with children. Working with all staff in 
classroom to use positive words to support objectives. She 
pictures herself as the teacher in the video to reflect on 
what she does/say. More objective assessment of her own 
skills. 

Emotional Support 2 

*Has worked on this goal. Engaging and playing more with 
the children. More language, children, crying less, coming 
to treacher for physical affection and then continuing on 
with play. *More one on one time to identify their emotions 
and help them self soothing. Classroom environment is 
calmer. 
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Emotional Support 
Regard for Child 

Perspectives 
3 

Implements guiding children to activities by giving choices 
and allowing them to self select. Offering choices creates 
some structure without opening up too many choices and 
over whelming children. *More movement activities more 
flexibility for children to move at circle time. Children are 
requesting  these activities and staff are flexible to provide 
them. Also have made them a choice for "do time" so 
children can self regulate their own use of the materials. 
The viewing log help her to track areas she wanted to 
implement and helped her link the training to her own 
desire to improve quality in the classroom. *Applied regard 
for student perspectives especially in the science area 
where activities used to be more planned and teacher 
directed. Now children are were able to take science into 
art to expand their experimentation and experiences. Also 
learned to be more present to listen really see what 
students are saying- deeper interactions. 

Instructional Support 
Language Modeling   

4 

*More aware and has incorporated the use of questions in 
response to child initiated comments. She wants to have 
more conversations- would like to practice more and get 
more ideas.  *Connected self parallel talk to the idea of 
wanting to communicate vs. have to communicate. 
Children responded positively to hearing talk about what 
they are doing. They get excited.* Need to continue work in 
this area to do more daily engagements. Using more 
ended questions to model language then encourage 
conversation. Recognizes herself using questions more 
and more. Enjoyed hearing and seeing new ways to do 
activities and implement techniques in the classroom. 
CLASS has taught her to take the time to focus on being in 
the moment with children. Interested to see how 
techniques work with younger group. *More aware of 
language. Was able to practice- some days were more of a 
challenge. Using open ended question sheet becoming 
more natural and able to make it sound more 
conversational.  

Emotional and Behavioral 
Support 

Support of independence 
1 

*Individualizing movement activities in the classroom  to 
meet the needs of children. 

 


